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Hey black child poem by useni eugene

Useni Eugene Perkins is a renowned poet, playwright, and youth worker. He is the author of Reaping a New Generation: The Positive Development of Black Youth; Home is a Dirty Road: The Social Oppression of Black Children; and Black Tales and Other Toys. He now lives in Chicago. Bryan Collier has
illustrated more than twenty-five picture books, including the award-winning Trombone Shorty, Dave the Potter, and Knock Knock: My Father's Dream for Me, as well as City Shapes, and Fifty Cents and Dreams, and has received four Caldecott Honours and six King Coretta Scott Awards. He lives with
his wife and children in Marlboro, New York. This article is an orphan, as there are no other articles linking to him. Please introduce a link to this page from the related article; try the Find links tool for backups. (October 2010) Useni Eugene Perkins (born 1932) is an American poet, playwright, activist and



youth worker. [1] He is best known for his poem Hey Black Child. [2] Useni Eugene Perkins' early life and career were born on September 13, 1932, in Chicago, Illinois, to Marion Perkins, a practitioner, and Eva Perkins. When Perkins was eleven, his father took him to see Shakespeare's Othello
presented by Paul Robeson. Perkins credited his father's efforts to expose his young son to the arts as a major early influence in Perkins' writing career. [3] In 1950 Perkins graduated from Chicago's Wendell Philips High School before continuing to earn A.S. in group social work (1961) and an M.S. in
administration (1964) from George Williams College. Shortly after, Perkins began working at the Henry Horner Chicago Boys Club, which launched his lifelong career of social work and education with youth from low-income urban areas. In 1966, Perkins became Director and later Executive Director of the
Better Boys Foundation Family Center in Chicago, a position he held for nearly 20 years (1966-1982). During this time he composed many creative and academic works detailing the experiences of his childhood and his observation as a social worker. [4] The Chicago Public Library, which houses an
extensive archive of Perkins's written work and biographical material, said, In looking at this collection as a whole it is clear that Perkins worked wonders to combine his professional career as a social worker with his creative expression as a writer. His acting is primarily focused on presenting role models
and positive teaching that lead to the youth of the city. [5] Throughout his career, Perkins was recognized as a social worker, an artist, and a community leader. He was invited to the Advisory Board of the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs (1984), the The Chicago Board of Education on Gang (1981),
and Illinois Governor James R. Thompson of the Troubled Youth Special Task Force (1980). Perkins was strongly influenced by the Black Arts Movement, which at its height in the 1960s and 1970s it was a cultural program that evolved from the Civil Rights and Black Power movements. Perkins was an
early and influential activist in the Black American Cultural Organization (OBAC), a Chicago-based expression of the Black Arts movement. [6] Hey Black Child Useni Eugene Perkins is the author of Hey Black Child, a poem that has been famous in Black American home content since the mid-1970s. The
poem was originally a song presented during The Black Fairy, a play written by Perkins in 1974. Following the success of the play, Perkins' brother Toussaint Perkins published a poster with lyrics to Hey Black Child, but only quoted Perkins Useni's first name on the poster. This may have led to some
confusion because the poem had been incorrectly attributed to Maya Angelou and Countee Cullen. In 2017, Perkins published a children's book with a version of the poem depicted. [7] Bibliography An Apology to My African Brother (1965) Black is Beautiful (1968) Cry of the Black Ghetto (1970) Silhouette
(1970) Home Is a Dirty Street: The Social Oppression of Black Children (1975) Pride of Race (1984) Midnight Blues in the Afternoon and Other Poems (1984) Harvesting New Generations: The Positive Development of Black Youth (1986) Explosion of Chicago's Street Gangs, 1900 to the Present (1987)
Afrocentric Self Inventory and Discovery Workbook for African American Youth (1989) When You Grown Up: Poems for Children (1989) The Black Fairy and Other Plays (1993) Hey Black Child (2017) References ^ Richard R. Guzman, Black Writing from Chicago: In the World, Not of It?, Southern Illinois
University Press, 2006, p. 181 ^ Borrelli, Christopher. Useni Eugene Perkins is probably the most famous Chicago poet you've never heard of. Chicago Tribune. Retrieved 15 March 2019. ↑ Perkins, Useni Eugene. Interview by History Maker: Art Maker. (accessed 15 March 2019). ↑ Andrews, William L.,
Foster, Fances Smith and Harris, Trudier. Editor, 569-570. In Oxford's Friend to African American Literature. New York: Oxford University Press, 1997. ↑ Kamau, Mosi. Useni Eugene Perkins Papers. Chicago Public Library. Public Library of Chicago, Woodson Regional Library, Vivian G. Harsh Collection
of Afro-American History and Literature Research, 9525 S. Halsted Street, Chicago, Illinois 60628. Retrieved 15 March 2019. ↑ WBEZ91.5. Community Art Across Generations: Useni Eugene Perkins and Julia Perkins. 2012 ↑ Dar, Mahnaz. Useni Eugene Perkins Brings His Iconic Poems to life in the
Picture Book Form. School Library Journal. Retrieved 15 March 2019. Taken from This is one of my favorite poems. Hey Black Child Hey Black Child, Do you know who Who are you really? Do you know you can Be What you want? If you're trying to be what you can. Hey Hey Kids, Do you know where
you are going? Where are you really going? Did you know you can learn What you want to learn? If you're trying to learn What you can learn? Hey Black Child, Do you know you're strong? I mean really strong? Do you know you can do What you want to do? If you try to do What you can do? Hey Black
Child, Be what you can learn what you must learn Do what you can do and tomorrow your country will be what you want. Skip content For a long time, if you find Useni Eugene Perkins poems, there's a fair chance that you think you're reading Angelou's Virtual masterpiece. It is often credited this way
online. That may flatten to Perkins, unless many more people seem to think he countee Cullen, the poet Harlem Renaissance who died in the 1940s. Yet confusion over his legacy has lasted for decades. Also, he's not Langston Hughes. Two more poets he mistakenly. Recently, after an African-American
art website posted a video of a 3-year-old Chicago girl reading Hey Black Child, Perkins' most famous poem (and most misrepresented), with a note explaining that Perkins was a writer, not Cullen, a reader left this comment: You insulted my black heritage to convey that that wasn't you Tell the truth. In
fact, Useni Eugene Perkins wrote Hey Black Child. The old match of the South Side's art scene, Perkins was the leader of the 1960s Black Art Movement and the '70s, which tried to keep his art away from European influences, encouraging fresh Afrocentric voices. He is the son of Marion Perkins, a
celebrated sculptural whose work is collected by the Chicago Institute of Art, and Eve Perkins, who is a maid for the University of Chicago hostel and the North Side family. He wrote Hey Black Child in 1975, for his musical Black Fairy. He intends mere words, as a lyric to the game's main numbers. Yet in
the 40 years since, Hey Black Child, and its long cultural tail, have gone through some unexpected varieties. For example, if at any time since 1975, you are a kid in a black classroom in Chicago, there's a good chance you read Hey Black Child, for an assignment, at a rally - in fact, if you're a black child
in a black classroom anywhere in the United States since 1975, it's possible that you read Perkins. Teachers have used his empowerment message as authentication for as long Some schools are included in the morning announcement. Some families have poetry on the poster, framed in their living room:
Delores Mister, who taught first grade at Wardsworth Elementary in Woodlawn, said he first heard a poem read three decades ago, as a student teacher. And he still uses it: It's something kids are bring through life, it's easy to remember and it's not necessarily something they'll hear at home. Poetry, at
first a song, and changing in its language, pairs well with theatre. A few years ago, after the 3-year-old Chicago girl, Pe'Tehn Jackson, read Hey Black Child at a Black History Month event, a video of the serious performance went viral. Which leads to readings on Windy City Live. That led to an
appearance on Steve Harvey's NBC show Little Big Shots. Collectively, The Pe'Tehn video of Perkins reading has been viewed millions of times, and is clearly influential: YouTube is now full of kids, from Memphis, Tenn., to Texas, reading Hey Black Child - and more often than not, identifying Perkins as
Cullen or Angelou. Now Little, Brown and Co. publish Hey Black Child as a rich children's book, illustrated by Bryan Collier, a four-time caldecott award honorees, given eachs to different picture books. Amazingly, aside from the 25-year-old's single entry in Perkins' free-to-play press collection, it was hey
black child's first mainstream publication. (On Wednesday, Perkins will sign the book at Evanston's downtown library, with a special performance by Pe'Tehn, who is now 5.) Useni Eugene Perkins's poem Hey Black Child is now a children's picture book. (Abel Uribe / Chicago Tribune) I'm actually unusual
with (the poem), said Collier, who lives in upstate New York and has illustrated picture books about some well-known African-Americans, from Rosa Parks to musician Trombone Shorty. When this comes to my desk, I do research - and like many people, I read it by Countee Cullen, Maya Angelou. Little,
Brown was like 'No, no... This is a guy from Chicago.' So we do it because the work is powerful - many people have handed this poem down, generation after generation. Glad to finally get the book. But he is also good at finishing at the end of the author's identity. To give chicagoans the inevitable.
Perkins' papers, letters and manuscripts, after all, have been collected in the archives of the Harold Washington Library Center, because, to anyone with knowledge of the Black Art Movement, Useni is key, especially to the literary part of the movement, says archivist Michael Flug. He's also an
outstanding artist, not a poet or playwright or author of a social justice book - but vice versa all that. And more - by profession, he's a social worker, in a poor African-American neighborhood. It's a big life. Said Pemon Rami, a Chicago filmmaker who directed the original production of Black Fairy: Useni's
Work so much and made a huge contribution to Chicago, whether the city realized it. The sad thing is, when we discuss writers in Chicago, people don't tend to push beyond Gwendolyn Brooks. His name doesn't come the way it should. Indeed, Perkins has written several poetry books, and some social
justice studies on abused and troubled children. He wrote two dozen plays, about race riots, pioneering Blues Lead Belly, civil rights protest counter lunch. Julieanna Richardson, executive director of chicago-based historical projects of HistoryMakers, said that when she moved to Chicago in 1980, Perkins
was a staple of the black theatre scene she knew of her work before she realised she was living in Chicago. He was president of the African American History Museum at Hyde Park. Oh, and he's editor of the 35-year-old Black Children's Journal. And Hey Black Child isn't the only new book: Chicago's
Third World Press has just released the Rise of Phoenix, a collection of personal narratives from the fight for civil rights, by various chicagoans. But Hey Black Child remains his legacy. And not a bad, inspirational work that, according to Christopher Reed, professor emeritus of history at the University of
Roosevelt, deserves his colonization, along with other classic black empowerments like What Will I Tell My Black Kids? by Margaret Burroughs, the late Chicago poet and activist who was the mentor to Perkins. Still, Perkins, on a working day afternoon at home, finds himself doing what he has done often
in his long career: Justifying his own author, proving his authenticity. You know, I guess I took 'Hey Black Child' for being given for many years, she says. I'll hear it read so many times, and by so many children, and still, for some reason. He jumped out of his seat and grabbed a wrapped vinyl record. It is
the soundtrack for Black Fairy, long of print in this country (but still sells well in Europe). He pointed to the back cover: Lyrics by Useni Eugene Perkins. She put the record and pulled a black and white poster rolling off her crammed bookshelves. The line for Hey Black Child flows to the center, like a
motivational mantra. My brother, Toussaint, who died, he made this poster, and over the years, they were everywhere. We don't charge them! But look, if you notice ... my name at the bottom of the poster ... it just says 'Poetry by Useni,' which I think creates some confusion. ... But really, Countee Cullen?
Victorian-style types, more like classic poets, like Keats, Wordsworth. Maya Angelou? He wrote a free sentence - I didn't see the connection, either. Despite being fair, I have never been how any of these things happened. Indeed, when Alvina Ling, Little's chief author, Brown Books for Young Readers,
came across a Pe'Tehn video that reads Hey Black Child and assumes how perhaps making a picture book, he believes the work is in the public domain. Ling remembers that Pe'Tehn had identified Cullen as the author, who we could not confirm, but eventually found Useni, who was very surprised. That
said, at the American Library Association's trade fair in Chicago last summer, he was surprised himself by the long line to meet Perkins, all the parents and teachers who will have known his poems for years. Useni Eugene Perkins, a Chicago autograph social worker one of her books for mother Ionna
Houser, 4, after reading at Trinity United Church, Dec., 2, 2017. (Abel Uribe / Chicago Tribune) Before Little, however, Brown decided to do the book, Perkins had to provide evidence of the author - notably, a copy of his 1993 collection of games in the small Third World Press that included Black Fairy.
Which, by the way, is a bitter reminder of how even the art most popular by black artists can be ignored, or considered a niche or regional. It's also a reminder, says Richardson, that black art renaissance in Chicago has never been well acknowledged by the country as a whole, not the way Renaissance
Harlem is recognized. That so few people can put the author of poetry, who is still alive, whose work has the following - well, I think it says a lot, right? The reasons for the confusion over Hei's Black Children are diverse, hard to elaborate: Perhaps it stems from a vague attribution at the bottom of the
poster. Or our lack of attribution gives poems that become part of the cultural woodwork. Or the viral nature, iffy life online. Or the historical ignorance of black writers by white publishers. Perkins himself is modest, humble. He stated the Black Art Movement, in contrast to the civil rights movement, was not
interested in compliance or reconciliation; he said white academics had seized the history of the movement. But about the treatment of his own work - I think I've accepted it. He looked around his office, floor-to-ceiling with books, his walls covered in framed recognition. He was scary and says he wasn't
bitter. Useni has given her life to this community, so little else, said Haki Madhubuti, founder of Third World Press, which has published Perkins' books since the early '70s. He is not a good guy, yet sometimes he uses his own money to keep us alive. That's a brother who won't betray you. Perkins grew up
in the Ida B. Wells public housing project. His father befriended Richard Wright and Paul Robeson, and Perkins captured the early art bug. He published his first poem at the Tribune at 11. But after serving in the Air Force, returned to Chicago, attended George Williams College and became a social
worker. For nearly 20 years, he was executive director of the Better Boys Foundation, North Lawndale social services In the early 1970s, there was an idea to build a theatre for the foundation, According to Perkins. Many people thought a theatre could not succeed in the same neighborhood as the Vice
Lords and Egyptian Cobras (street gangs). But we were determined. La Mont Zeno Community Theatre opened in 1974 with 250 seats, and Rami, its first artistic director, needed several seasons of play. Perkins submitted Black Fairy, which he wrote after a visit to The Goodman Theatre with his 8-year-
old daughter Julia: She said, 'Daddy, why isn't there any black people in the children's game? Black Fairy tells the story of a child with low self-esteem, taken on his way through black history and folklore, revealing to him his roots prowess. The problem is the game needed a little in the end, to send the
audience out on a high, must-recall note. I asked Useni to write something, and the next day, she had 'Hey Black Child.' Find out what you must learn Will what you want it to be... The show played for several months, to the packed houses of schoolchildren, teachers, community members. It's a hit of
words of mouth, helping to establish the theatre (which has long been closed) and some careers: Among the actors is Robert Townsend; Masequa Myers, now executive director of the South Side Community Arts Centre; and Paul Butler, who later became a regular actor in August Wilson played.
Independently produced and distributed soundtracks (including Chico Freeman's accredited saxophonist jazz) became standard in many middle-class African-American households. A 1970s musical producer hit Bubbling Brown Sugar flew to Chicago, to consider bringing Black Fairy to Broadway (but
nothing came from it). Still, Hey Black Child gets stuck, and is attracted to posters, T-shirts and school gatherings. At the Betty Shabazz Academy in Grand Crossing, Hey Black Child has been part of her annual kindergarten graduation ceremony for years. Said teacher Sandra Cheatham: My favorite part
is the line, 'Learn what you must learn,' because it speaks to what kids expect, it says they must apply what they have learned for their coming years. Perkins moved to another game (for the local black theatre), another poem. And as he got older, the poem became a refraining background in his life. Until
windy City Live Pe'Tehn's performances in 2015. That day, her phone consisted of a hook with friends telling her she wasn't credited. And he's not the only one. LaShaun Jackson, father of Pe'Tehn, says: If you Google poetry, you get a lot of different writers, many people also know Useni! So we heard
from a lot of his friends - they were very disappointed with us! The upside, of course, is an unexpected book offering, and a book - using watercolors and collages, gives a page the mural appearance of an attractive giant street - for posterity. The downside, says Julia Perkins, her daughter, a consultant
for art organizations (including the Chicago Institute of Art), is that an artist tends to want you to see a body of work, and one piece might fit that body of work. My father, he's 85 - whatever frustration he feels has passed. 'Hey Black Child' just jumped the rest of his achievements. For the elderly of Perkins,
he saw himself a stranger to the Common and Chance, rappers whose art flowed smoothly from social work and vice versa. Just less known. He says he's not naive; instead, he was grateful for the notice, however late. The tap to the side of his desk is I Won't Complain, poems as predicted as you'd
expect: The author had a good day, bad days, but he wouldn't complain. It was by a Houston pastor, killed in 1990, at the age of 30. But no authors are mentioned in the photocopy, and Perkins doesn't know who wrote it. Could be anonymous for everything I know, he said. You know how that happened.
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